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f f(t)  dy /ffl + y =0. 
L:(y)L~(y) 
K,~t~v( t ) = t3r( a )-' L~( t) Y 
The result for the case ct + fl + y = 0 is also obtained. 
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On Asymptotic Behavior of Transition Density of Markovian Diffusion Processes with 
Small Diffusion: A Stochastic Control Approach 
Shuenn-Jyi Sheu, Institute of Mathematics, Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan, China 
Let x(. )---x~( • ) be the diffusion given by 
dx(t) = b(x(t))  dt+ eo'(x(t)) dw(t), 
x(0)  = x ~ R" .  
We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of the transition density PT(x, y) of 
x~(.). A stochastic ontrol method is proposed to study P~(x,y) as e~0.  As a 
consequence of this, we will obtain a Ventsel-Friedlin type result: 
f: l ime21ogP~r(x,y) =-  inf ~ [I/k(t)-b(ck(t))ll2dt e~O ~(O)=x 
th(T)=y 
where I[~ - b(4~)[I z -- • a°(4~)(~,- b,(&))((bj - bj(&)) and (a ij) = (o-o-*) -~. 
The Double Points of a Diffusion 
Narn Rueih Shieh, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan, China 
Consider a Markov process in R d, with continuous paths and specified transition 
density functions. Under a set of hypotheses on the latter, we prove that almost all 
sample paths have double points. Then, we show that the diffusion in R 2 or R 3 
generated by a non-degenerate elliptic operator has double points a.s.; this extends 
the classical results of Dvoretzky et al. for Brownian motions. 
Random n-Simplices and a Central Limit Theorem 
Yoichiro Takahashi, University of Tokyo, Japan 
Let Bb . . . ,  Bn be independent copies of the Brownian motion on the d- 
dimensional torus. By virtue of the flatness of the torus we can define the Brownian 
random n-simplex B(V) for each n-cube V by 
B( t )=Bl ( t l )+ ' "+B, ( t , ) ,  t=( tb . . . , t , )~  V. 
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Take a smooth n-form a on the torus and consider the stochastic integral 
I. f f  (~) a . . . .  v (°dBi'),, • • • (°dB~),a,....~.(B(t)) 
in the Stratonovich sense. One can also consider the stochastic integral of the form 
a in the Ito sense which will be denoted by Mart-~v a. 
Lemma. Let a e =db be the exact part of the n-form a in the de Rham-Kodaira 
decomposition. Then, 
I , (v)  a : Mar t - f , (v  ) (a -ae)+Mart - I , (~v)b .  
Theorem. The law of lV1-1/2 ~.(v) a converges to the normal law N(O, Ila-aeLI 2) as 
V tends to R ~ in the sense of van Hove, while the law of lVl-~/2 Mart-~B(v) a converges 
to the law N(O, IlalL2). 
The convergence can be proven in the sense of  current valued random processes. 
This result suggests the possibi l i ty of the general izat ion of  the results on 1-forms 
(to n-forms on arbitrary compact  R iemannian manifolds)  which is obtained in: Y. 
Ochi, Limit theorems for a class of  diffusion processes. Cf. also, N. Ikeda,  Central  
l imit theorems and random currents. 
On the Existence of Intersectional Local Time Except on Zero Capacity Set 
K. Takashima* and T. Komatsu,  Osaka City University, Japan 
Let ( W,/~) be the d-d imens iona l  standard Wiener space, d/> 2. Cons ider  a capacity 
on W, induced by the W-valued Ornste in -Uh lenbeck process X~. A subset of W 
has zero capacity if it is a polar  set with respect o X~ We prove that a functional 
0 (a ,  w) on W defined by 
~b(a ,w)=[ (d -a ) /4 ]  Iw(s ) -w( t ) l -~dsdt  (c~ < 2) 
is finite not on ly /~-a lmost  surely but also quasi-everywhere, i.e. except on a set of  
zero capacity. This means that the Hausdorff  d imension of  range of w is no less 
than 2 quasi-everywhere. 
Furthermore,  ~ , (w)  defined by qt,(w) = 0(2 -2  ", w) -2"  is shown to converge 
not only /x-a lmost  surely but also quasi-everywhere. In case d = 2, the l imit functional 
is symbol ical ly expressed as 
(~'/2) 6(w(s) - w(t)) ds dt - C, 
where C is an infinite constant and 6 is the Dirac 6-function. 
